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Bush calls Iraqi
air strike 'routine'

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2001

Tromping to the finish line, Winter Carnival recap

By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter

against Saddam Hussein's military in more than two years and
involved two dozen attack planes
More than 10,000 demonstra- armed with precision-guided
tors marched through the streets missiles.
of Baghdad yesterday to protest a
"A routine mission was conseries of joint U.S./British air ducted to enforce the 'no-fly'
strikes. The bombings destroyed zone over southern Iraq," Bush
dozens of radar installments along said yesterday in a nationally telethe United Nations sanctioned vised press conference. "It was a
`no-fly' zone near Baghdad.
mission about which I was
Demonstrators burned pictures informed and I authorized. But I
of U.S. President George W. repeat, it's a routine mission."
Bush, a collection of American,
The raids however, besides
Israeli and British flags and drawing vows of organized
chanted slogans against Western revenge from Hussein, have been
interference.
criticized by the other three per"The bombing that Iraq has manent members of the U.N.
Dave Cox crosses the finish line while Jason Griffiths trails behind during Saturday's Winter
been subjected to will never terri- Security Council.
Carnival
snowshoe race on the Mall. See story page 3. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
fy us," Sadeq Raheem, a teacher
"[The Kremlin] decisively critwho joined the demonstration icizes any U.S. act of force
organized by the ruling Baath regardless of whom it is directed
Party, said.
against, if the actions are conductIraqi
President
Saddam ed outside the context of U.N.
Hussein has continuously refused Security Council decisions."
By Beth Haney
Daughters.
and that is what is so exciting
to acknowledge the parameters set Sergei Prikhodko, deputy head of
Culture Reporter
"Save Our Sons and Daughters about it."
by an international council at the Russia's Foreign Ministry, said
is an agency that we have worked
The entire ASB group has been
close of the Persian Gulf War to according to Interfax news
A group of 42 students from with for the past two years and we working hard to raise money for
halt Iraqi military movement in agency.
the University of Maine are tak- are pleased to be returning for a their trips. The 42 students and
the north and the south of the
In direct defiance of U.N. ing a non-traditional approach to third year," Eastman said. "The four faculty members will each be
country.
sanctions, Russia has sent several spring break. They are heading to UMaine students will go into the paying $75, but the total cost will
The attack against Iraq, planes carrying humanitarian sup- New York City, Washington D.C., Detroit area schools in pairs and be $14,000, which leaves them
described by President Bush as
Detroit and South Carolina. The they will talk about conflict reso- with having to raise more than
See IRAQ on page 2
routine, was the biggest blow
only difference is they are not lution and peace."
$10,000.
allowed to have drugs or alcohol;
This trip has been successful in
Eastman said the group has
they are there to volunteer.
the past and has had major earned money with the Scarecrow
The Alternative Spring Break impacts on the volunteers.
Content and craft fair during
program is in its fourth year at
"Several past ASB students Homecoming as well as bottle
UMaine. It has grown substantial- have changed their majors to edu- drives.
ly with each year.
cation as a result of this experiThey are currently selling
"In our first year we sent one ence," Eastman said.
UMaine pottery mugs from Elm
trip, and in the second year there
The
group
going
to St. Pottery for $15 and are workwere two trips," Muffy Eastman, Georgetown, S.C. will work with ing on a project called "Adopt-athe project coordinator said."Last Tara Home for Boys.
Spring-Breaker" which Salenius
year, our third year, we sent four
"This is a residential and edu- has been active in.
trips. This year we again have cational facility for boys who are
"People who adopt you give
four trips. I think the word is get- at risk of having problems with you a donation and in return you
ting out that ASB is worthwhile." the law," Eastman said. "We will send them a post card from wherThe four groups will be doing be working with the boys in the ever you are going," Salenius
specific work in each city. classroom and in recreational said.
Eastman added that the group
Students going to New York City activities."
Andrea
Men's
Eric
Salenius
and
a
Gay
would
be applying for travel
will work with
to
New
Alumni
both
going
from
the
Surette are
funds
E3ar tender, Alison Crawford decorates a bust of Benjamin Franklin Health Crisis center.
are
Academic
Association
and
"This is the oldest and largest York City with ASB. Both
with leis for the beach party at Benjamin's After Dark Saturday
AIDS service organization in the excited about the experience, but Affairs.
night. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.
apprehensive as well.
"There are also plans for a
country," Eastman said.
"I am really nervous about direct appeal for donations from
The Washington D.C. group
will be working with Metro Teen going into NYC," Salenius, a sec- UMaine faculty and staff as well
ond-year sociology major said. "I as a silent auction," Eastman said.
AIDS and Sisters for Life.
"Metro Teen AIDS is an AIDS know that we are going to see "We will fundraise until the hills
service organization that works things while we are there that we are paid."
The ASB program continues to
with youth at risk," Eastman said. have never seen before, both good
"Sisters for Life is a program and bad."
expand and evolve, with big plans
specifically targeting
black
Surette is a second-year for next year and the future.
be
only
to
teenage
girls.
The
group
is
planin
1986,
women's
studies and journalism
"We would like very much to
closed
Jessica
DiSanto
By
when
ning
an
educational
transformed
workshop
concerned
reopened
and
major.
She
is
double
have
a curriculum-based ASB trip
Community Reporter
Tim Schuck, the current owner, that they will present to the young about the vast difference between that would be part of an academic
women in the program."
Orono, Maine and New York course. Also, we'd like to have an
BANGOR - If action and bought the lounge in 1998.
site;
ASB
popular
ASB site here in Maine,"
having
Detroit
is
a
City.
Schuck started off by
adventure are what you're looking
NYC
said.
been
to
Eastman
country
never
"I have
live entertainment perform seven groups from across the
for than look no further.
will
be
a
group
will be giving a
there
The
sure
UMaine's
so
I
am
before
It all began when Benjamin's nights a week. But he noticed the frequently work there.
"I
Surette
said.
shock,"
Detroit
to
culture
to
group will return
After Dark, a popular lounge in
See ASB on page 2
See BENJAMIN'S on page 5
help with Save Our Sons and don't really know what to expect
the 1970s in downtown Bangor

ASB: 4 destinations, countless goals

Benjamin's brings
night life to Bangor
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By Ted Curtis
Legal Affairs Columnist
Q. Through a misunderstanding, I was driving an
automobile with the wrong
plates after my license was suspended. I was stopped and the
police officer asked if he could
search the vehicle. I said he
could and he found a pipe. I've
been charged with driving an
unregistered vehicle, driving
with illegal tags and possession
of drug paraphernalia. What
should I do?
A. I recommend you go and
visit your local district attorney
in person and tell your story.
The District Attorney in Bangor
holds open office hours for plea
bargaining purposes, no appointment needed, on Tuesdays, from
3 to 4 p.m. and Fridays from
8:30 to 9:30 a.m. The D.A.'s
office is located in the basement
of the County courthouse at 97
Hammond Street. The telephone
number is 942-8552. The staff is
friendly and helpful and, if a per-

son is honest, courteous, and contrite, some fairly good arrangements can result. Of course, if you
are charged with a serious crime,
you should consult with your own
attorney.
This student later stopped by
our Memorial Union office to
thank us for the advice and to
report that he negotiated a dismissal (#.the operating after suspension charge and paid fines of
$25for illegal tags, $25 for driving an unregistered vehicle and
$100for possession ofdrug paraphernalia. That is not a bad result
and the student had the satisfaction of having handled the problem himself
Q. I was pulled over by an
Orono police officer in Old
Town, about 100 feet past the
Old Town city limit line and I
was issued a speeding ticket.
Does
the
Orono
Police
Department have the right to
enforce the speed limit in another town?
A. Chances are quite good that

the Orono police officer who
pulled you over is also deputized
in surrounding communities,
including Old Town. If not,
whether or not that officer had the
"right" to enforce the speed limit
in a municipality for which he or
she was not appointed depends on
a few factors. If the officer
"clocked" your speed while you
were in Orono and you were actually pulled over in Old Town, the
officer was in "fresh pursuit." The
Maine Statute, M.R.S.A. 30-A §
2671, defines fresh pursuit as
"instant pursuit of a person with
intent to apprehend."
Case law provides us with
insight on this matter. In State of
Maine v. Robert Rideout, 761 A.
2d at 288, 2000, the appellant,
Robert Rideout, claimed the evidence against him provided by the
officer who originally had pulled
him over was not admissible
because the officer was not
appointed in the municipality in
which the traffic violation
occurred. The case involved the
Police Chief of Fort Fairfield,
Joseph Bubar, who was traveling
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to Presque Isle to attend court.
Chief Bubar recognized Rideout
and the car he was driving. He
knew Rideout was operating with
a suspended license. The knowledge of the suspended license was
the only reason Chief Bubar had
for stopping Rideout. The
Supreme Judicial Court ruled that
the testimony was admissible
because the offiCer was on duty at
the time, was not in the other
municipality for the purpose of
"ferreting out a crime", had a
"reasonable and articulable suspicion to stop" and had requested
that an officer in the correct
municipality make the stop and
was instructed by the dispatcher
to make the stop.
In another case, Pike, 642
A.2d at 146, 1994, an officer followed a vehicle from his jurisdiction into another, believing
the vehicle to be one he had
pulled over previously. Although
the officer realized this vehicle
was not the one he had thought
and had started to turn around,
the officer pulled the car over
because the driver began to act

suspiciously when he noticed
the cruiser. The officer radioed
for the county sheriff's office to
request that they investigate
and also do a license check. It
was found that the defendant
had a suspended license
because he was a habitual
offender. The Supreme Judicial
Court upheld the lower court's
guilty decision.
Lesson to be learned: it will
be a rare occasion in which a
traffic infraction or arrest will be
overturned due to the fact that
the officer that has given the
citation is not in her or his
appointing municipality.
Legal Services of Student
Government is located oil the
third floor of the Memorial Union
(581-1789). Office hours are
Monday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Wednesday and Thursday 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Legal questions may be
presented to the Legal Services
office, conveyed to us by interoffice mail, or sent to Theodore
Curtis or Jennifer O'Leary on
FirstClass. Copyright Theodore
Curtis, 2001.

Maine Bound offers spring break options
By Jame McDonald
For The Maine Campus

"I used to live out there and
spent a lot of time skiing,"
Hannon said.
Spring break is fast approachThe trip incorporates many
ing and students who haven't types of skiing, with a variable
booked their Caribbean vacations terrain.
"It's the most beautiful place,"
have an alternative. Maine Bound
still has spaces available for their Hannon said about the small town
spring break trips.
of Cooke City. "It has the largest
There are still slots open for rocky mountain ecosystem."
According to Hannon, there is
the back country ski trip in
Yellowstone, the climb to Red plenty of wildlife to view, as well
Rocks and the southern white as a chance to soak in the natural
hot springs.
water kayaking trip.
The back country ski trip to
She recommends the trip, "if
Yellowstone takes skiers to a you have any ski skills, or if you
remote mountain wilderness set in ever wanted to see a wild section
Cooke City, Mont. from March of North America."
The white water kayaking trip
12-18. It is run by Jamie Hannon,
is another spring break option.
a graduate student.

Iraq

"This is a good trip for someone who has done some kayaking
and wants to do something more
intense and longer," Aaron Libby,
a Maine Bound administrative
assistant, said.
The trip will take place
March 17 - 24, and will cover
rivers in North Carolina, South
Carolina,
Georgia,
and
Tennessee. Libby said the experience will help people interested in going "to the next level" in
whitewater kayaking.
Students can also try rock
climbing at Red Rocks, located
outside of Las Vegas, Nev. and
Joshua Tree National Park, located in Southern California.
Hitting the desert Southwest
from page 1

plies to Iraq.
"The air raids have just complicated the situation and killed
innocent people," Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak said in
NYTimes.com.
According to London-based
Amnesty International reports,
one of the reported victims was an
I8-year-old woman.
Additionally Iraqi television
pictures yesterday showed a man,
approximately in his 30s, who
was reported to have died in the
attack. The Iraqi News Agency
named the dead civilians as Allah
Atshan Abdullah and Khalil
Hameed Alwash.
Intli officials reported that after

a meeting with aides to discuss the
attack, Hussein has ordered the
formation of 21 military divisions
consisting of Iraqis who have volunteered to fight with Palestinians
in their uprising against Israeli and
Western interference.
Hundreds of Palestinians
marched in solidarity with Iraq to
condemn the air raids. Iraq has
supported the uprising against
Israel and Saddam is seen as a
hero by many Palestinians for
standing up to the West.
Prime Minister Tony Blair said
more organized U.N. action
would follow unless Hussein
stopped military movement in the
'no-fly' zones.

from March 11 - 17, this trip is for
climbers of any level and students
can work on improving their outdoor climbing skills. The trip also
has an emphasis on partner rescue
skills.
The Aroostook County crosscountry skiing trip needs eight
more people to sign up in order to
make the trip possible.
"It's just an idea that me and
my friend came up with", said
Mike Smith a current second year
student, who got involved with
Maine Bound the summer before
his freshman year at the
University of Maine. "I'm from
the county and grew up skiing
there" Smith said.
The Aroostook County cross-

ASB

Blair, speaking Saturday on talk about their experiences on
CNN.com,said Friday's raids against April 18 at 7 p.m. in 101
Iraqi air defense systems were"a lim- Neville. Eastman said these talks
ited operation with the sole purpose often draw interest for the next
of defending the pilots and aircrew year's trip.
who patrol the no-fly zones."
Correction
U.S. and British warplanes
Friday's Police Beat incorhave often attacked targets in the
rectly stated that the Lincoln
south and north since Baghdad
County sheriff's office served
started to challenge the aircraft in
December 1998.
Public Safety Officer Chris
Gardner
Meanwhile the Iraqi press cona summons for
tinued to verbally protest the
bombings.
The independent
Babel newspaper said: "The new
dwarf in the 'Black House' will
not be able to do any better than
his father, who was defeated and
left with failure and fnistration."

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.

country ski trip will be conducted
in the woods surrounding his family's potato farm in Mapleton,just
outside of Presque Isle.
"It's pretty different," Smith
said. "It's back country camping
that is totally emerged into civilization during the day and I want
to familiarize people about what
the county has to offer."
There is no required level of
experience.
"If someone wanted lessons
we could incorporate them,"
Smith said.
The trip is scheduled for
Feb. 23-25.
For more information contact
the Maine Bound office at 5811794.
from page 1
"Alternative Spring Break is a
very rewarding experience that
can lead people to change their
majors or decide their course in
life," Eastman said.

bounced checks and arrested
him for possessing a stolen
Volvo. Gardner was not issued a
summons or arrested; Frederick
Hersey, 40, was.

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness,

TRE4T DE PRE SSION
'Cause of Surde

The Maine Campus Ullaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Slipping, sliding, sledding at Sigma Nu
By Emily Lamoureux
For TNE MANE CAMS
Nearly 50 University of Maine
students gathered at Sigma Nu on
Saturday for an afternoon of sledding, tumbling and laughter. The
students were participating in a
revived Winter Carnival event,
the sled races.
"The sled races were a strong
tradition 20 years ago," Thad
Jake Bartlett, closes his eyes as he rides in a horse drawn carriage Dwyer, assistant director of
around the mall with his brother Ethan, 3, as part of activities Recreational Sports said. "Today
offered during Winter Carnival. CAMPUS PHOTO ey JASON CANNIFF.
was a good start in getting it
back."
There were a number of different races to participate in, including singles, doubles, teams, dorm,
Greek and off-campus.
A variety of sled creations
were used in the races. Sigma
Nu attached an old couch to a
wooden platform, "The Sigma
competition
with
their
the
group
By Michele Savage
Nu
Ski Chair." Chi Omega
sisters
For The Maine Campus
couch sled, edging out the
brought
an old mattress to chalof Chi Omega on their bed sled.
The theme for the University
"We had a great turnout. This
of Maine's Winter Carnival 2001 kind of event could be good for
was "Beat the Winter Blues" and campus and Greek unity" said Matt
it did just that for those who dared Hanggi, president of Sigma Nu.
to brave the cold.
A snow sculpture contest,
From Feb. 12-18, the UMaine which had started earlier in the
campus was active with events week, was also judged on
ranging from comedians to Black Saturday. There were a few differBear sporting events. The week- ent categories, including top
long festivities, organized mainly theme, which was taken by
by Campus Activities Events and Cumberland Hall. The German
the Campus Activities Board, club hosted a German-style carniattempted to bring the campus and val party at Wells Commons on
Saturday night.
the community together.
The weekend was also big for
Comedian Buzz Sutherland
athletics with the men's
Commons
on
UMaine
at
Wells
performed
Friday night after the men's hock- hockey team going one on one
against UMass-Lowell and the
ey game.
men's basketball team beating
sled
Feb.
17,
Saturday,
On
Drexel.
Nu.
at
Sigma
races were held
Sunday the MaineBus made a
Some raced traditional sleds,
trip
to Sugarloaf for $5 a person
while others chose to use cafeteria
trays and furniture attached to and on campus cross country ski
skis. The Sigma Nu brothers won races and snow golf took place.

Weekend activities
lift winter blues

Sports may lead fans
to domestic violence
By Tim Pappa
The Post
ATHENS, Ohio (U-WIRE)On Jan. 26, 1993,just days before
Super Bowl XXVII, Sheila Kuehl
of the California Women's Law
Center reported that Super Bowl
Sunday was "the biggest day of
the year for violence against
women."
Kuehl cited a 1990 study by
Janet Katz of Old Dominion
University saying that 40 percent
more women report domestic
incidents on the day of the Super
Bowl than any other day of the
year.
The report sent a media wave
of feminist urgency across the
country, all based on a misinter-

lenge the fraternity.
There were also the singles
tray races and snowboard races.
In the singles tray race the student
had to slide down the hill on a
cafeteria tray.
"It was a blast," Ben Beaulieu,
a brother at Sigma Nu, said.
With the help of Rec Sports,
E.J. Roach and the university, the
sled races proved to be a huge
success. T-shirts, cash prices, and
50 trays were donated for the
event. Radio station Z107 broadcasted at the event from the porch
of Sigma Nu.
Sigma Nu did a lot of preparing and testing for the races. Late
into Friday night they were practicing for the next day's races.
Matt Hanggi, president of Sigma
Nu, showed his commitment to
his fraternity by testing 'The
Sigma Nu Ski Chair' wearing just
pants and sandals.
"The Winter Carnival has

(Left to righ on couch) Chris York, Robbie Skillings, and Chris King, being pushed down the hill on a
couch attatched with skis by fellow brothers of Sigma Nu on Saturday afternoon. Sigma Nu won the
race against the sisters of Chi Omegs,who were sliding on a mattress. CAMPUS PHo-ro ey JULIE ALTENHOFF,

pretation of Katz's study.
Washington Post writer Ken
Ringle eventually directed an
investigation, calling for action
against all potentially abusive
husbands — viewers of the Super
Bowl.
Katz disproved Kuehl's initial statement and all thereafter
concerning the study of a 40
percent increase in domestic
abuse incidents on Super Bowl Nam King and Helen Smart recover after falling off thier sled at the
Sunday.
races held at Sigma Nu on Saturday. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JULIE ALTENHOFF.
"That's not what we found at
all," Katz said in a Jan. 31,
1993 Ringle article. "An
increase in emergency-room
admission was not associated
with the occurrence of football
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You may learn
something about yourself.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

potential to be really good for
campus unity," Hanggi said. "1
hope our sled races will become
an annual event."
First and second place prizes
were awarded for each different
race.
"A portion of our winnings
will be donated to a charity,"
Tyler Blackburn, a brother at
Sigma Nu, said.
The brothers say that rather
than splitting the money amongst
themselves, they would rather
have it be used for a good cause.
The hill behind Sigma Nu has
always been used for sledding,
but this time was different
because it was a structured event
with rules and prizes.
"The races were a good time
for those who participated,"
Blackburn said.
The fraternity promises to
have more events like this one in
the future.

The Maine Campus

1520 Union St. Bangor,
989-2778
Divine Service Sunday 9AM
Lenten Service. Weds.
6:30PM

Come early for Supper at
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SPRING RUSH
OPEN EVENTS
Occurring only while the weather sucks.

All houses are currently rushing active
individuals. Go down for dinner, or send an email to any of the Greek organizations on
Firstclass,

MONDAY
-Come eat pizza and watch WWF wrestling on the 60" TV with the brothers of Phi Eta. Pizza
arrives at 6:00PM.
-Head down to Phi Kap (the house with the big skull) for a little video game tournament action
at 7:00PM,

TUESDAY
-Open House. Come hang out with the brothers of Phi Kap, get a tour of the house and learn
of our 150 year history.
-The brothers of Phi Eta are heading out to Cheap Seat movies. Leave your dollar bills at
home--it's on the house.
-Ladies, ever want to meet a real Phi Mu sister? Meet the sisters of Phi Vu in the lobby of
Knox at 7:45PM and head to 3eta for Mock-tails.

WEDNESDAY
-Wander down to Phi Kap for some underground poker. Win or lose your laundry money for the
week. Start gaming at 8:00PM.
-Think you are the foosball champion of UM? Come test your skills at Phi Eta, and play some
ping pong, N64, or B-Die as well. Ball drops at 8.00PM.
-Women, get to know the sisters of Tri Delta before heading over to the Womens' issues
workshop. Meet them in the basement of Kennebec at 6:45PM,
-Phi Mu Sorority is sponsoring the workshop; so meet the Sisters at 7:45PM in the Knox Hall
lobby to find out more.

THURSDAY
-Bring your friends and enjoy a hearty meal at Phi Kap. Dinner with the boys. No tuna,
Dinner starts at 6:00PM,
-Leave your Mom at home and come down to Phi Eta for GENTLEMEN'S RUSH. Don't miss
this, and be 18+.

FRIDAY
-Phi Kap is taking to Hermon Mountain for night skiing. Bring your sticks or board, and get a.
ride to the hill at 6:00PM.
-Enjoy CABARET with the Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon and the Sisters of Tri Delta. Veet up
at 6:00PM for hors d'oeuvres in the basement of Kennebec.
-"Enjoy 3eing" at any house you choose.

HAVE QUESTIONSP SEND AN EMAIL TO ANY OF THE GREEK FOLDERS ON
FIRSTCLASS, CHRIS BRADBURY FROM PHI ETA, OR NICK RAYMOND FROM PHI KAP.
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT WHAT CREEK IS ALL ABOUT? DROP A LINE TO JOSH
HIGGINS ON FIISTCLASS.
THINGS YOU WILL NOT FIND AT THESE EVENTS:
-James Belushi
-Just another Cold Winter Day
-The Administration

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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Benjamin's

from page 1

DJ "Dirty Mike", Mike Constantine, spun music for Benjamin's After Dark's beach party Saturday
night from 9:30 pm to 2 am. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.

same bands which played at.
Benjamin's were also performing
at other nightclubs in the area.
Schuck also noticed the clientele
had changed. A younger crowd
was frequenting the bar.
In January 1999, Benjamin's
was shut down for two weeks.
During this time Schuck transformed the lounge into the type of
dance club people were asking
for.
"I wanted to make it into the
popular club that it was 20 years
ago," Schuck said.
And that's what he did.
Schuck hired DJ's Mike
Constantine and Derek LeLand.
Like most other nightclubs in
the area he brought diversity into
the entertainment by setting up
themes for certain days of the
week.
Tuesday became pub night.
The dance floor is closed but
many of the people who were customers of Benjamin's 20 years
ago revisit on this night.
Wednesday became '80s night
bringing in fans of retro dance
music.
The radio station WTOS's D.J.

comes in on Thursday nights,
plays rock n' roll music and gives
out an assortment of prizes.
On Friday and Saturday nights
Benjamin's offers an assortment
of music from techno and hip hop
to top 40 music.
But it isn't so much the entertainment that attracts patrons to
Benjamin's but rather the fact that
despite the club being smaller
than others in the area, it gives the
impression of encompassing a lot
of people.
According to Schuck, because
the club is small and confined,
you can have only 50 people in
the club but it would feel as
though the club were fuller.
"People want to go where people are," he said."They like to go
where they know other people.
We're like a neighborhood bar."
Stepping into the front door of
Benjamin's, patrons must first
walk down a flight of stone steps
to get into the underground club.
The small club is full of people
either lounging in the sitting area
that comes equipped with tables,
chairs and couches or out on the
dance floor. The throbbing music

fills the air but isn't so loud as to
drown out the conversational
chatter of those at the front of the
building.
But like most lounges, the club
is restricted to those 21-years or
older.
Because of the restrictions of
the most recent drinking laws,
Schuck noticed a change in the
•
way people were drinking.
"[I]found that when the drinking laws changed there were less
people drinking," he said.
to
Schuck
According
Benjamin's does attract a lot of
college students, especially from
Husson College in Bangor,
because of the low-cost drink
specials such as $1 drafts on
Thursday nights.
Other ways Benjamin's promotes business is by having contests and promotions and having
no cover charge for females making "every night, ladies' night."
business
encourage
To
Saturday night, the club ran with
a beach party theme and offered
specials on beach related drinks
like Malibu, Corona and Sex-onthe-beach.
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Sports violence
games in general."
Once the Super Bowl ended,
a 52-17 Dallas win over
Buffalo, shelters and hotlines
reported no variation in the
number of calls that day, even in
Buffalo.
Amanda Konradi, associate
sociology professor at Ohio
University who specializes in
women's studies, said she
believes sports cannot be separated from the mainstream of society
when investigating the instances
of domestic violence.
"(Sports are) just one of the
many mediums which we use to
communicate what it is to be a
man," Konradi said. "When
repeatedly witnessing physically
aggressive acts, boys see what it is
to be a good man.
"A woman presented as being
worthy to be violent against leads
men to be violent and disrespectful to them. Women watch football too and don't batter their
husbands."
Konradi's statement supports
the fact that two-thirds of intimate partner violence occurs
against women, according to the
U.S. Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics. But it
does not support a view of
women as non-violent.
Elizabeth Schnabel, an OU

from page 3
sophomore, said she feels women
may not be as violent in society,
but they can be just as violent on
the playing field.
"I'm just as susceptible to
being influenced by what I see
and • hear as a male (is),"
Schnabel said. "1 would go to
see a dancing movie, and all I
would want to do afterwards is
dance."
OU sophomore Kevin Carlini
said he remembers violence in
sports placating himself as well as
his friends. •
'"We were at a Bobcats hockey
game." Canini said. "And a fight
erupted right in front of its. We
didn't realize until later that we
had been still standing 10 minutes
after it had ended in anticipation
for more action."
But Canini holds that kids usually try to mock the violence in
sports. He said that eventually
people reach an age when they
begin to look upon violence as
immature. But it all has to do with
the environment people find
themselves in.
"It's like being raised in a
where everyone
household
speaks Spanish," Canini said. "If
you speak it your entire life and
are constantly exposed to it, it
becomes imprinted upon you and
becomes natural."

THEI,INTV.E.RSITY Of

INE
ATTENTION STUDENT

GOVERNMENT CLUB,
BOARD & COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
Budget forms for the 2001-2002 fiscal
year will be available Monday,
February 19 in the Drummond Chapel
from 6-9 pm at an
informational
meeting. It will be very important to
have your organization represented.
An appointment schedule will be
available during the meeting to sign
up for an appointment to go over your
completed budget with the VPFA from
2/20 thru 3/30. After the
informational meeting, the
appointment schedule will be posted
on the Financial Affairs Office (FAO)
bulletin board, 3rd floor, Memorial
Union.
Requirements: Your club must be
considered active, have final approval
and the president and the treasurer must
be undergraduate students. (To check
your status, please come to the FAO as
soon possible.)
Deadline: Completed forms must be
submitted to the FAO by Friday. March
30th.
Call Sue CV x1178 if you have any
questions.
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EDITORIAL
Take advantage of activities
This past week the university tried to create a Winter Carnival schedule that would
draw students and community members together for a number of fun activities.
Between the snow sculpture competitions, horse rides, snowshoe races and snow golf
there was plenty to do. This was also a big weekend for athletic events: we had two
men's hockey games, a men's basketball game and the swim team's final meet. There
was a volleyball net set up and cross country skis and snowshoes were available.
There was one thing missing, however, and that was the students. Students can constantly be heard complaining that there is nothing to do and nowhere to go, but this
weekend few of those voices took the opportunity to get out and do something. It's hard
to come down on the Campus Activities Board and other organizations when students
don't take advantage of the activities that are planned for them. Lauri Sidelko and the
Sophomore Eagles (among others) did a lot of work to ensure a fun weekend, and the
apathy on this campus must have been a huge disappointment to them.
The University of Maine is supposed to be a community: a small town of 10,000
students who live and work together for four brief years. Take the opportunity to meet
these people and take the time to venture out of your dorm rooms or apartments. This
time will be over too soon, and we'll all scatter to live out our adult lives, ones filled
with responsibilities and work. Before long, there will be no more snowshoe or sledding races. Make the effort before you graduate to join in on some of the activities that
so many people work to provide you with. You just might have fun.

'Routine'should not resonate
The most recent international event to hit the front pages of newspapers was the U.S/British
air strike against Iraq. While simply hailed as an effort to "enforce the 'no-fly' zone" and to
"defend the pilots" who patrol it, this most recent strike - like most military interventions - has
more innate complications, most of which are classified and unknown to the public sphere. To
this point, the air strike has done nothing less than create hostile schisms between many countries -justified or not.
However, what has entered the forefront of the public realm, aside from issues of foreign
policy and "defending the pilots," is that innocent civilians died in the process.
President George W. Bush official statement concerning the matter was, simply "I repeat, it
was a routine mission." What a most unfortunate choice of diction for the newly elected leader
of United States. Shopping for groceries is "routine Filling your gas tank is "routine." Not
death.
While we may safely assume that the word "routine" will be apologized for, very presidentially, it presently is, and should, resonate as a inappropriate gesture of nonchalance. Even
offense.
If American's were asked which statements they remembered most from former President
Bill Clinton, for most it would probably be "I did not inhale" or "I did not have sexual relations
with that woman." These statements, in lieu of any flares of legislative brilliance on Clinton's
behalf, have resonated as his defining quotes. Does Bush want his legacy to be considered similarly?
With Bush's presidency in its impressionable infancy, his initial steps should be made with
purpose, intelligence, and a firm resolve. While virtues such as these may or may not have factored into his authorization of the air strikes, they should be called into serious question due to a
flagrant lack of tact.
Because, after all, two people died. Their names were Aliah Atshan Abdullah and Khalil
Hameed Alwash. We should remember those,just as we should how Bush chose to label them inadvertent or not.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Brad Prescott, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Kelly Michaud, Amanda Hebert, Jason Canniff,
Abel Gleason
_ _ and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Messy subject
Feces, poop, whatever you choose to call it,
it's disgusting. It's disgusting to you, to me
and, believe it or not, to
the person who makes a
living (among many,
many, other things)
cleaning it up.
I'm
writing
in
response
to
Dan
Cavallari's article "Dorm
showering should not be
a fecal matter" that
appeared in the Feb. 15
issue of The Maine
Cainpus. I was appalled
by his concluding paragraphs that shifted the
focus of the article from a
testimony of the all-toowell-known horrors of
dorm bathrooms to an
insulting slam of UMaine
facilities employees.
The nerve of him! It
seems obvious that the
party at fault is the childish, repulsive coed who,
whether as some immature prank or the result of
a drunken stupor, chose
to drop the kids off at the
wrong pool. Such fingerpointing and demeaning
judgments should be
directed in his or her
direction, perhaps culminating into an article
belittling the oh-so-reminiscent-of-animal-likebehavior so common in
today's coed. In fact, the
three day delay in cleaning up the revolting mess
could have been due to
the janitor's preoccupation with the graffiti your
neighbor chose to scribble (in permanent marker) on the corridor wall,
the two inches of puke
from an all-night drinking binge on the elevator
floor, or the menstrual

The

Maine

Campus
Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down
Athletics- A big weekend for UMaine
athletics brings some good wins.
Coffee and soup- The Oakes Room
in the library and the soup and sandwich
bar in Wells provide good food alternatives
while the Union is under construction.
Black Bear Blend- It's back.

Student participation- A poor
turnout for Winter Carnival activities let
down those who worked to make it
happen.
Ice- Lace up your skates if want to get
to class without slipping.
Spring Break- It's still three long
weeks away.

mess some girl left in the
first floor toilet. Perhaps
when they were seen sitting on the couch, watching television, they were
taking a fifteen minute
break from the smell that
kindly
so
someone
exploded in the trash
room. If I were the janitor, I probably would
have left the mess sitting
in the shower for three
days too. Although not
because I was too busy to
take care of it, but rather,
to let the guilty party try
to feel clean after showering with his own waste.
Maybe Dan should post-

pone his next article in
order to free up some
time to study the trials of
a sanitation engineer.
Lea Patnode
Orono
Letters to the editor
should not exceed
300 words, and must
include name,
address and phone
number.
Submissions may be
sent to the Opinion
Editor at:

James.Prescott@
umit.maine.edu

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas among members of the
university community. Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 300 words. Guest columns
should be approximately 600 words. Submissions
should be e-mailed or typed, double-spaced and
must include full name, address and phone number. All submissions can be sent to the opinion ediat:
James.Prescott@umit.maine.edu.
tor
Anonymous letters will not be published without a
compelling reason.
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OPINION
Don't ask me for directions UMaine should attract
I am a first-year student at
UMaine, fresh out of high
school and out of the grasp of
most authority. I knew before I
came that the campus would
seem large and I also knew that
the campus contained more
people than my hometown.
With a new, unfamiliar place
and new, unfamiliar people.
awkwardness is bound to prevail.
The first thing that I
noticed being awkward at college was the fact that I didn't
know where anything was. I
found
myself
wandering
around the campus lost, feeling like I was in a different
country where all the other
people knew exactly what was
going on and exactly where
they were going. When I saw
someone with a puzzled look,
or looking at a map, I felt like
I was seeing one of my own
kind. It is pretty discouraging
to think I must find my direction in life when I can't even
find my direction on campus.
My solution to feeling and
looking like a new-coming
dork was simply, no matter how
lost I became or how puzzled I
was, I would concentrate
specifically on pretending that I
was cpol, in-charge, and definitely not lost. The biggest
problem I then encountered
were people who would either
call my bluff or figure I really
did know my way around and
ask me for directions. The first

1 built up my confidence,
took a deep breath as said
"Mange moi, je suis tin
Danish!"
After a few minutes of
exchanging awkward looks and
expressions she said,
"Tu sont une Danish?
Mange Toi? Tu ne parle pas
Francis."
I stood there, completely
dumbfounded, blank in the
face. I reviewed my remaining
options: 1. I could tell her I
really didn't know French,
explain my situation and apolocool."
"You could always pretend gize; 2. I could fake a nosebleed and run; 3. I could rabidyou have rabies and try to bite
them and then streak across ly bite her, proceed to dart
campus growling to yourself around with a foamy mouth and
then run away.
and others."
As luck would have it, she
"Oh, for the love of God,
Brain. Please think of something just turned and walked away in
better then that. That will never disgust. "Creep," I heard as she
faded into the distance.
work. Not again, anyway ..."
I sat there, motionless and
"Don't blame me. You're
the one who hasn't included me dumbfounded. With an open
in your life for the last three
mouth, I found my lips somemonths."
what uttering "It worked.
"Please, Brain. I will never Sweet!"
smell another Sharpie again. I
I headed off, walking proudpromise. I will drink light beer. ly in the opposite direction as
the girl who approached me.
Please!"
"Oh, okay. Just say some of My stride was filled with a
newfound pride. As I strolled
that French stuff that you have
hidden up in here that your past the mall, a puzzled girl
French teacher used to yell at asked, "Where is Bennett
you when you were sleeping. Hall?"
I jumped, panicked and
There isn't much to pick from,
my best available option:
chose
If
shot.
but at least it's worth a
her.
bit
I
you need me, I will be asleep."
"Thanks, Brain. You're the
Nate Drinkwater is a firstbest."

time it happened, I panicked. I
didn't know what to say. I had
an in-head meeting with my
brain.
"Oh man, what am I gonna
do, Brain? 1 can't let on that I
am lost. Admitting it would be
worse after pretending I was

Nate Drinkwater

University scams students with hidden fees
While graduating seniors of useless little pamphlets about
wait for the university to Latti Fitness Center, student
squirm out of repaying the fee health insurance, dining commons, etc. Hidden inside this
levied on them for a Union
they'll never see, money continues to be leeched from the
student's pocket. Most of the
obscure fees applied to a student's account appear on the
printed bill, but others do not.
I'll begin with the most insidiously hidden fee. The late pay- colorful pile of pamphlets lies a
ment fee, courtesy of the Bursar's plain-looking brown card. In
the
office, is often overlooked. The small print the card instructs
loans
any
down
write
to
student
is
which
policy is that any bill
with
past due receives a $75 late pay- they are receiving, along
comthe
send
and
amount,
the
straightforward,
ment fee. Fairly
pleted card to the Bursar's office.
but it wouldn't rank as a hidden
This is where Sally Student is
fee if it were that easy.
to bridge the gap between
expected
When the Bursar's office sends
Alumni and Wingate Halls. Only
the first round of bills at the beginning of the semester any loans a by sending in that card can she get
student is receiving haven't her incoming loans credited to her
cleared yet and do no appear on student account. The due date for
the bill will come before up before
the statement as a credit.
any student loans are processed.
know
students
Now most
Enter the $75 late fee.
of
lack
this
enough to recognize
By the time the second round
the
communication between
Bursar's office and the financial of bills is sent out the student
aid office as just another expres- loans have been processed and the
sion of bureaucratic incompe- late fee is paid out of the account's
balance. It took me two semesters
tence, and blow it off.
figure out this little trick.
to
first
Arriving shortly after the
Fogler Library is responsible
full
stuffed
envelope
bill is a big

for another easily overlooked fee.
When a book becomes ridiculously overdue the patron is
charged for its replacement. If the
book is returned, the replacement
fee is removed but a $5 or $10 filing fee remains. This filing fee is
usually more than any accumulated overdue fines would be.
Despite being clearly labeled as
such, course fees encompass a category of deceit all there own. JMC
237 has a $5 course fee to cover the
cost of providing each registrant
with a floppy disk. I think it's reasonable to assume that any college
student can provide their own disk,
for less than five dollars.
JMC 351 gives every student
a digital tape for video-recording
that is collected back at the end
of the semester. Is this a rental
agreement? Another five dollars
well spent. Many other course
fees and studio fees more than
cover their intended purpose.
There is more than one way to
scam a student, but after a point
even the most skillful bureaucratic double-talk becomes easily recognizable. I want a credit. Better
yet, I want a parking ticket erased.
Justin Bellows is managing
editorfor The Maine Campus.

more business
Welcome to Orono, the
hustling college town that
houses several bars, hangouts,
clubs and attractions that draw
prospective
students
to
the
school
from near and
far. There's
never a dull
in
moment
Orono. There's always something to do, always somewhere
to go. Commerce in the town is
unbeatable and the student life
here in town is better than that
on any other campus in the
northeast.
Okay, enough dreaming.
Everybody wake up. Nap time
is over, back to Orono, the town
where the only things to do
involve drinking yourself stupid and going to Ushuaia to
keep yourself from going
insane from boredom. Let's
face it, Orono isn't exactly the
hub of exciting activity in the
greater Bangor area. Given the
fact that it is a college town,
Orono is sub-par in every category of student entertainment.
There are no on campus clubs
and the Union is a bored student's daydream at this point.
Orono has nothing to offer students except a few restaurants,
a pub and random shops. Old
Town offers as little, if not less,
to do on weekends or in your
spare time.
One might argue that
Bangor has things to do: a mall,
a concert every once in a while,
stores and some entertainment.
But what does the student with
no means of transportation do'?
You'd think that businesses
would jump at the chance to set
up camp in a college town and
make a killing off students who
are bored on a Saturday night.
Even more strikingly odd is the
college's lack of commercial
enterprise. There are several
places on campus and off campus where entertainment venues (i.e. bars, clubs, etc.) could
be set up, but there are no such
establishments. The college
could benefit greatly from
some sort of theme pub centered on Black Bear sports, particularly hockey. Instead, the
college is pouring obscene
amounts of money into pipedream renovations and behindschedule Union work that not
only brings student morale

down, but also squanders away
money which can he put toward
more productive developments.
Maybe there is red tape
holding
up
any kind of
corn me rc i a I
development
in and around
the college,
but if this is
the case, shouldn't there be
alternatives? A second-rate
dance club and a non-existent
Union stifle a lot of' student
activity, and with the lack of
activity goes the lack of school
pride and morale..To the bigwigs in the front office, student
entertainment may not seem to
be a priority, but to current and
prospective students, out-ofclass activity opportunities are
often a considerably large factor in determining whether the
University of Maine is the right
place to spend four years of
college. Is there any doubt that
a bustling commercial town
would have more draw to a
prospective student than an
empty town with almost nothing to do other than cramming
into Ushuaia or hanging around
in an empty Union?

Cavallari

•

()hvioteity, in order to draw

businesses, the area has to be
commerce-friendly. There has
to be a reason for businesses to
want to be in Orono. Therefore,
there has to be a reason that the
businesses are not here. There
has to be something about
Orono and Old Town that is
keeping business owners from
setting up shop in such a strategic area. Is the college the
source of the business-repellence of the area'? Does it have
something to do with city ordinances? Is there a strange and
mystical force emanating from
the dark side which prevents
Orono from having any interesting substance to it? Maybe
there is something that I, as a
demanding student who pays
quite a bit of tuition to come to
UMaine, am overlooking, and
maybe there is more to this
mystery than I can see.
However, I do know that busi.ness in the area could only benefit the college, the town and,
most importantly. the students.

Dan Cavallari is a first-year
English major.

write a letter
to the editor.
U.S.
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Crossword
ACROSS
I Like many a
detective's trail
5 Asian taxi
40 Merit badge
holder
Is Kind of
"snackwich"
15 Light headwear?
16 Earthenware pot
17 Dummy
20 Prized
21 Rachmaninoff
piece
22 Honor bestowed
by Eliz.
23 Last of a Latin
trio
25 Another dumr: •
32 Unstnct
33 Bringing forth
fruit, as corn

34 Heater
component
38 Opening bit
n With 60-Down,
Whoop's
"Ghost" role
39 Sea terror
40 The one that
got away"
41 One
44 Indy 500
sponsor
45 Yet another
dummy
48 Idle on the
screen
49 Campaign pro
50 Confidence
game
53 Keyboard
professional
59 And still another
dummy
Si Works in the
Uffizi

62 Reason for
celebration
63 Biblical
preposition
64 Lout
es Streisand
vehicle
es They're inflatable
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DOWN
Sheltered nook
2 They're found in
prospectors'
sectors
3 Carnival follower
4 Idolize
5 Idle fancy
Where the
Clintons met
7 Lunkhead
8 Stage dir.
meaning
"begins to
speak"
9 Columbus sch.
10 Mexican
munchie
11 Baseball family
name
12 Used a firehouse
pole
13 Sound
18 Jewish teacher
is Part of a Beatles
refrain
23 Paternal relative
24 "Falstaff" •
mezzo-soprano
25 Oil of -26 It began service
in 1927
27 tint:oiled person
28 Double-edged
29 Offed

36
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34II
39
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If aliens ever tell
you to take them to
your leader, I don't
Ind if you bring
em to my house
first.
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VIC'S CORNER
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BY VICTOR ARIOUS,
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Puzzle by Normar S Wirer

30 From Oslo, to
natives
31 Mirabile —
(wonderful to
say)
35 Reindeer
herder
37 Give rise to
41 Cause of
widespread
firing?
42 Select for jury
duty: Var.
43 Blackmore
heroine

46 Constellation
south of the Big
Dipper
47 In-group
SO Tar
Si Rookie: Var.
52 Absorbed by
53 Annoyance
54 Technical sch.

55 Chinese dynasty
overthrown by
the Mongols
56 Mambo king
Puente
57"The Dukes of
Hazzard" spinoff
59 Seinfeldesque
so See 38-Across

Answers to any three clues in this puzz,e
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656(95c per minute).
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords from the ast
50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS.

AUTO-COMPONENT POLITICS
AN' MOUNTEP GUNS ON CARS
"IT'S 8Ar2 ENOUGH THAT I HAVE TO SIT IN
TRAFFIC FOR HAL-F OF MY LIFE. I1'5 WORSE
THAT I'M AL-I. TOO OFTEN FORGED TO READ
THE POZEN5 OF BUMPER STICKERS ON THE
AR OF THE SELF-RIGHTEOUS DO-GOODER iN FRONT
OF ME."
"I 1:70WT CAPE IF YOU KNOW 811.4- W., 50 I WON'T HONK.
DON'T GAPE IF YOU'RE PRO-CHOICE OR PRO-I-IFE AND YOU
VOTE. / PONT CARE IF YOU WANT TO SAVE THE WHALES.
MANATEES, YELLOW NOSED VOLES, OP PEPPUE CHICKEN)"

"BE SAY, STRAIGHT, ANIMALISTIC ANI7 PROUD OF IT A1-1.1 HAVE
A BAKE SALE 50 THE ARMY CAN BUY A BOMBER AND WIPE YOUR
WHINEY ASS WITH P1-ASTIC Toll-ET PAPER--/ PONT CARE))) WHAT
I GAPE ABOUT IS YOU NOT DRONING ALONG ON THE
ROADS FORCING ME TO READ THIS CRAP, THE GODDE55 MAY BE
COMING, AND 51.18 MAY BE PI55EI7, OUT SHE'S GOT NOTHING'
ON ME THE NEXT TIME ONE OF YOU TAILGATE POLITICOS CUT
ME OFF AND SUBJECT ME TO YOUR OULLSHIT."
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Soup and sandwich bar open for business
By Amanda Bouley
For The Maine Campus
Walking into the first floor of
Wells Commons, students and
faculty find the lobby is no
longer unused and lifeless.
Instead, they find an efficient
café-style operation in a quiet,
comfortable atmosphere amidst
the aromas of hearty soup and
homemade sandwiches.
The Soup and Sandwich Bar
has officially been open since
Jan. 29. It is located on the first
floor of Wells Commons and is
open Monday through Friday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. The weekly menu is available on Channel
2 and also on FirstClass. The
Soup and Sandwich Bar accepts
both cash and MaineCard.
The menu consists of a variety
of soup and sandwiches. Chicken
noodle is the most frequently
available soup. Other kinds
include minestrone, as well as
various types of chowders, garden vegetable and tomato basil.
These soups rotate on a threeweek basis. Some type of vegetarian soup is also offered daily.
All of the sandwiches are premade wraps to ensure freshness.
A couple of different fillings are
smoked turkey, roast beef and
cheddar. A vegetarian sandwich
is also always available.

"We don't duplicate any of
Fernald's sandwiches," said Jim
Carey, manager of Dining
Services. "We try to make it
unique from anything on campus
right now."
Customers of the Soup and
Sandwich Bar recognize its different options and uniqueness.
"I really like this because

"We don't duplicate any of
Fernald's sandwiches," said Jim
Carey, manager of

lunch items separately, the Soup
and Sandwich Bar offers two
"lunch combo's." The full meal
for $5 includes a 12-ounce soup,
one-half of a sandwich, a beverage and a dessert. Another
option is the $4 meal, which
includes a 12-ounce soup, a
choice of homemade bread, dinner or bulky roll, a beverage and

It also functions to serve this particular section of campus.
"This end of campus is a little
under served, we really are trying
to meet the needs of this area,"
said Carey.
Since this area of campus consists of mainly office buildings, a
large number of customers are
faculty.

6,••••i'r.
.„„.

Dining Services.
"We try to make it
unique from anything on campus
right now."
when I go to Fernald's they only
have one kind of soup. I'm a vegetarian and it's usually beef," said
Laurie St. Clair, an elementary
education major.
In addition to purchasing

The soup and sandwich bar is open in the .lobby of Wel,s. commons. It offers a variety of lunch combos. dAmpus'piLioro
BRETON.
"I think that it's about time
a dessert.
The primary purpose of the something was up here, it adds
Soup and Sandwich Bar is to to the selection on campus,"
offer an alternative to the slim said Ryan Labrecque, a conlunch selection due to the struction management major.
Memorial Union reconstruction. "It's another option, which is

always a good thing."
According to Ann Landry, a
food server for the Student
Auxiliary Services, information on the new service has
been spreading to the students.
"It's getting more popular With
the students, they are finding
out that we are here and it's
growing in numbers every
day," she said.
The first week the Soup and
Sandwich Bar was open the
staff served 15 to 20 customers
a day. During this past week
the number has grown to
approximately 30 a day. "We
would like to serve 50 to 60 a
day, we could survive with that
number of customers," said
Carey.
Carey is not sure if the Soup
and Sandwich Bar will be open
next year.
"It really depends on support
from the campus community," he
said. "But it will be open through
the rest of this year."
In the spring they are looking
to offer a very unique „gourmet , •
line of salads.
Dining service employees said
they encourage students and faculty alike to come and try the
Soup and Sandwich Bar for
According to
themselves.
Landry, "It's a good little corner
of the world."

Wilson Center offers Hip hop finds home with Pharcyde
service for everyone
By Kris Healey
Maine Campus Hip Hop
Corespondent

beats and spirited, tongue in
cheek rhymes went gold in spite
of the new trend in rap rewarding
artists for their swear heavy
depictions of violence, sex, crime
and life on the street. "Bizarre
Ride II The Pharcyde" represented a final stand for the west coast
underground scene and for hip
hop purists dismayed by the lack

of innovation in the new breed of
L.A. rappers.
Following the success of
"Bizarre Ride ... ," The Pharcyde
took a three-year hiatus to record
and produce their next album,
"LabCabinCalifornia." Having
been disillusioned by the music

cerns. The service ends with a
In 1992, amidst the negativity
reading from the Bible, the Lord's
and violence of an emerging
Prayer and refreshments.
This is the third year that the gangsta rap scene, The Pharcyde
The Newman Center is holdtheir first album,
ing a Taize Worship Service Newman Center has given Taize released
II The Pharcyde."
Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. for all worships. Attendance varies "Bizarre Ride
See PHARCYDE on page 12
with innovative
filled
album,
The
at
on
going
is
what
on
depending
interested students.
"In a student's busy and stress- the other churches in the area.
ful life, Taize presents a very The largest group to attend the
calming and holy experience. It Taize worship consisted of 40
makes for a very unique and UMaine students and members of
serene alternative to the common the community. The Newman
study breaks of watching TV or a Center is the Catholic division of
dollar movie at Spotlight the University Ministries.
Protestant students meet at the
Cinema," said University of
Wilson Center and Episcopals
Maine student Brianne Beck.
at the Canterbury House.
gather
tay-zay)
(pronounced
A Taize
France is the site of the
Taize,
it
is,
that
ecumenical,
worship is
Brother Roger
worships.
different
original
of
people
is a chance for
monastery in
the
founded
join
Scholz
to
Christian backgrounds
community.
ecumenical
an
as
service
1940
together. The hour-long
of
destination
a
is
Taize
Today,
and
consists mostly of singing
thousands
of
Tens
youth
pilgrimage.
simple
meditation. The songs are
of young people unite there each
and have lots of refrains.
"We sing songs that are easy year to celebrate their religions.
The Newman Center is located
for participants to learn," said
Sister Mary Sweeney. In between at 83 College Avenue. Aside from
each song there is a moment of this week's worship, Campus
silent prayer. There is no preach- Ministries will hold two more Taize
a greatest hits album,"Cydeways." PHOTO COURTESY THE RICE THRESHER.
ing, but time is set aside for peo- Worship Services at the Newman Pharcyde released
,„
4
.4
pie to mention. any .prayeg con- . Center on.March 27 and April 24.
r
4•:::
,
et
*V. 14,1.
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n
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'Book of Revelation'
Taking a shot
explores sexual deviance
By David B. Hall
For The Maine Campus

let him go. From this point in the
book, the story turns into a twisted "coming out" piece. The
Many readers in America dancer tries to tell his loved ones
haven't heard much from Rupert why he was missing for 18 long
Thompson, a rising British days but his story of being held
author. In fact his latest novel, up in a random flat in
"The Book of Revelation," has Amsterdam, chained to the wall
just jumped the Atlantic and is by his penis, while three beautiful
raising many critic's eyebrows.
women ravage him daily, isn't
Filled with a mix of sweet being bought.
prose and masculine action, "The
In an attempt to figure out why
Book of Revelation" starts with a he was abused in such a macabre
nameless protagonist on an way, the dancer commits himself
errand to the corner store for a to search out the women. His plan
pack of smokes. From that simple is to sleep with as many woman
start, Thompson creates a bizarre as he can in order to come across
and originally scary premise of the right ones. This doesn't work
male abduction,
because as years pass his "holy
Thompson skillfully intro- grail" seems miles away.
duces the protagonist's desires
Strung out on drugs and alcoand fantasies in the first few hol the dancer looks inward at his
pages. The main character is a experience and decides to travel
dancer by trade, living out a cor- the world. This part of the book
rupt life in the infamous city of really reaches into the dancer's
Amsterdam. This becomes ulti- damaged psyche, but the reader
mately ironic when the dancer loses interest in the dancer's jourgets abducted by three women ney because Thompson has taken
dressed in long, black robes with us so many places for answers.
hoods covering their faces.
Only more self-exploration and
The nightmare then unfolds as self-flagellation is given to us by
the three women, all different in the author.
personality, chain the dancer to
Thompson's style is sappy in
the floor and reduce him to their parts but baroque in others. He
personal sex slave. Fighting off blends the romantic with the torrepulsion and disgrace, the dancer tured. Many parts throughout
eventually befriends one of his "The Book of Revelation" are
captors, only to have the other beautifully written, while others
two to find out. For punishment, are haunting and gothie.
the women pierce his foreskin
Thompson also creates role
with a screwdriver. The hole is reversal in the subjects of sex,
then clasped with a steel ring power and the damaged soul. He
bends the genders and comes
which is tethered to a chain,
out
your
own away with a new take on masFigure
metaphors for that one because culinity that is frightening and
Thompson doesn't Ic.t us in on tragic.
"The Book of Revelation"
any of it. Only a chapter later,
when it looks like the dancer is isn't a great Sunday morning
doomed to be a sex object that is read, but it's a good read when
raped by the women nightly, they you have a three-hour layover.

Ryan Williams follows through with his swing while playing a round of snow golf on Lengyl Field
Sunday as part of Winter Carnival festivities. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATTHEW J. STEPP.
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ITMaine Student Entertainment
presentsi:

Alfond Arena
February 28 at 7PM,
doors at open at

•

•
5:30 PM.
•
This is a 16+ show or
,•
accompanied by a parent or legal
guardian.
******************

Tickets are $8 with
Mainecard, $16
non-student.
For tickets call Strawberries
947-7099, or call the Student
•
The Human
Entertainment Office @ 581-1701 or •
Beatbox
•
581-1738.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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o's turned Oscar's head this year?
ACTOR — LEADING
Javier Bardem - BEFORE
NIGHT FALLS
Russell Crowe - GLADIATOR
Tom Hanks - CAST AWAY
Ed Harris - POLLOCK
Geoffrey Rush - QUILLS
ACTOR — SUPPORTING
Jeff Bridges - THE CONTENDER
Willem Datbe - SHADOW
OF THE VAMPIRE
I3enicio Del Toro - TRAFFIC
Albert Finney - ERIN
BROCKOVICH
Joaquin Phoenix - GLADIATOR
ACTRESS — LEADING
Joan Allen - THE CONTENDER
Juliette Binoche -CHOCOLAT
Ellen Burstyn - REQUIEM
FOR A DREAM
Laura Linney - YOU CAN
COUNT ON ME
Julia Roberts - ERIN
BROCKOVICH
ACTRESS —SUPPORTMG
Judi Dench - CHOCOLAT
Marcia Gay I lardcn - POLLOCK
Kate Hudson - ALMOST
IOUS
"tifICCS McDormand ALMOS.I FAMOUS

Julie Walters - BILLY
ELLEUI
ART DIRECTION
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
DR.SEUSS'HOW l'HE
GRINCH STOLE
CHRISTMAS
GLADIATOR
QUILLS
VAT EL
CINEMATOGRAPHY'
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
GLADIATOR
MALENA
0 BROTHER, WHERE ART
THOU?
THE PATRIOT
COSTUME DESIGN
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
DR. SEUSS' HOW THE
GRINCH STOLE
CHRISTMAS
GLADIATOR
102 DALMATIANS
QUILLS

MUSIC(SONG)
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
DANCER IN THE DARK
THE EMPEROR'S NEW
GROOVE
MEET THE PARENTS
WONDER BOYS

CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
ERIN BROCKOV1CH
GLADIATOR
TRAFFIC
'FILM EDITING
ALMOST FAMOUS
CROUCHING TIGER, 111DDEN DRAGON
GLADIATOR
TRAFFIC
WONDER BOYS

SOUND
CAST AWAY
GLADIATOR
THE PATRIOT
THE PERFECT STORM
U-57I

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FILM
AMORES PERROS
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
DIVIDED WE FALL
EVERYBODY FAMOUS!
THE TASTE OF OTHERS

SOUND EDITING
SPACE COWBOYS
U-571
VISUAL EFFECTS
GLADIATOR
HOLLOW MAN
TIIE PERFECT
STORM

MAKEUP
THE CELL
DR.SLUSS'IlOW
THE GRINCI
STOLE
CHRISTMAS
SHADOW
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON
OF THE
ERIN I3ROCKOVICH
VAMPIRE

DIRECTING
BILLY ELLIOT

GLADIATOR
TRAFc(C

Pharcyde

from page 10

Support
the album. "Runnin'," "Drop"
and "Panty Raid," serve up head
bobbing beats, high quality
hooks and lyrical ingenuity. The
last track on the album, "Panty
Raid" is a bonus, previously
unreleased track.
The Pharcyde, whose members,
Tre "Slimkid" Hardson, Romye
solidified their presence as hip and Nirvana. The tracks, nine "Booty Brown" Robinson, Derrick
hop purists, not bowing to the years after their original release, "Fatlip" Stewart and 1mani
still provide influence for Wilcox, are longtime friends from
pressures of the industry.
Now after almost 10 years in underground and hip-hop artists South Central Los Angeles have
the industry, and after a third like Jurassic 5, Black Eyed made a career out of setting their
album, "Plain Rap," The Peas, and Dilated Peoples who own trends. Their musical experiPharcyde has released a Best-of are making a resurgence on the mentation and innovation has led
them to a successful career, while
music scene today.
collection entitled "Cydeways."
at the same time, leaving them
"Passing
and
Mamma"
"Ya
tracks
"Cydeways" compiles
with respect for their underground
better
the
of
two
are
By"
Me
from The Pharcyde's first two
If you have never listened to
roots.
of
half
first
the
on
tracks
of
albums and presents a history
this is the album to
Pharcyde
The
the
of
half
first
The
the group from their days as fresh "Cydeways."
you are a Jurassic 5,
if
and
up,
pick
Pharcyde's
The
showcases
faced kids having a good time, album
De La Soul,
Quest,
Called
Tribe
style
jazz
and
rap
through their matured years as early alternative
and underhip-hop
a
or
fan
Roots
catchy
and
industry veterans offering up a with irreverent lyrics,
is a
"Cydeways"
purist,
rap
ground
the
for
non-gangster alternative for the hooks, but the real treat
have.
must
purists. Like A Tribe Called listener lies in the second half of

album,
anthology
industry and the west coast rap Quest's
of the
story
a
tells
"Cydeways"
cultivated
Pharcyde
scene, The
of
presentation
its
through
group
an
offer
an album that would
tracks.
better
their
of
15
to
alternative and freestyle sound
The first six tracks of
the hip hop fan-base they had
"Cydeways" highlight what
thrilled in 1992.
The highly anticipated second could be seen as the hip-hop
album brought a newer, more equivalent of early 90's alternamature sound for the group and tive rock tracks from Pearl Jam

BURN

wist.

The College Fund.
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PIERCING
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Men's basketball: Maine 92, Drexel 78
contest with Drexel big man Joe
Linderman leading the Dragons.
The six-foot-nine senior scored 10
points in the first half on 5-of-7
shooting. Linderman battled with
Ammons under the hoop trading
baskets throughout the half.
Ammons finished the game with
14, and after a great halftime
adjustment, held Linderman to just
five points the rest of the game.
Haynes ended the half with a
three-pointer to bring Maine within one, 37-36.
The second half quickly
became the Tory Cavalieri show,
as someone forgot to tell the
freshman from New Jersey that
this was Senior Day. At halftime,

the stat sheet showed Cavalieri
with five points, three assists and
two rebounds. With 14:16 remaining in the game, the young point
guard drained a three in front of
the Maine bench to extend the
lead to 53-44. After the game,
Drexel head coach Steve
Seymour said part of his team's
game plan was to give Cavalieri
the outside shot. Cavalieri made
the Dragons pay, knocking down
three from beyond the arc en
route to a career-high 21 points.
"I'm in the gym shooting 50
three's after and before every
practice," Cavalieri said. "If he
(Coach Seymour) wants to let me
shoot—you see the results."

With 4:28 left in the game,
Cavalieri put the game on ice,
threading the needle to find Colin
Haynes underneath the basket for
an easy two. He finished the game
with a career-high seven rebounds
and eight assists to compliment
his 21 points.
Senior guard Stephen Starks
tried to keep the Dragons in the
game, pouring in 27 points, 17 in
the second half. Starks leads
America East players in scoring,
averaging over 20 points per game
and is one of the toughest guards
to defend in the conference. Coach
Giannini praised Cavalieri's
defense against Starks.
"Starks made some shots late,

Senior day
game, it won't be the last opportunity for Haynes' parents to see
their son play. The conference
tournament is in Delaware in two
weeks."We never miss that," Paul

from page 16

from page 16
Haynes said.
Maine has two more games at
and
Boston
Northeastern
University before heading to the
America East playoffs. While

Julian's mother will be in attendance, she is also looking forward
to her next trip to Orono. "I'm
coming back in May for his graduation too," Harvey said.

Sports column

from page 16

Glavines of the world, because least in the near future.
Which brings up another probthey know that their teams are
goiug to be in contention for the lem in baseball. The extreme disWorld Series year in and year out. parity between small market and
But what are the Johnny Damons big market clubs. Teams like
and the Brad Radkes and the Kansas City, Minnesota and
Vladimir Guerreros of the world Montreal can never get good
going to think? They play on enough to make it with the current
teams that have no prayer of mak- economic setup of the game, while
ing the World Series. Ever. Or at teams from New York, Boston,

and Atlanta never really have to
worry about finishing in last place.
So, Mr. Selig, until you can
find a way to strike a competitive
balance in baseball, shelf you're
little dream about the All-Star
game. Actually, once you do strike
a balance, if you ever do, keep that
dream on the shelf, because it
would still be a dumb idea.

Men's hockey

from page 14

but when the game was on the
line, he didn't score," Giannini
said. "And Tory's the only guy
I've seen on our team or on any
other team this year, that's been
able to hold Starks down for any
length of time."
As the seniors checked out of
their last regular season home
game, the fans rose to their feet in
applause. Reserve forward Clayton
Brown entered the game and would
make his only shot attempt. With
eight seconds remaining in the

game, Cavalieri sank two free
throws. Drexel attempted to in
bound the basketball, but Cavalieri
stole the pass and lobbed a brilliant,
high arcing, alley-oop to a skyward
Brown for a two-handed, explosive
slam. The crowd went wild, the
bench was ecstatic, and Giannini
was proud of his team.
"There are so many guys, who
work so hard each and every day.
All the way, even down to the
last play, it was very pleasing,"
he said.

Classifieds
Live independent & save
thousands over high UN(
dorm costs 5 Bedroom+a
Gay/Les/BI/Trans/Questio full bath townhouse/1m(
Coffee Talk *207 #827-6212,
Little Hall* Every Tuesday
7:00-8:30pm.
Old Town-Ig 2bdr util includ-

Miscellaneous

ed. View it anytime-door is
LEGAL SERVICES FOR open. 318 Center St. 827UNDERGRADUATES-Free
4161.
consultation. Service of
Student Government. MBangor-Female Roommate
W-TH; 3rd floor Memorial
wanted to share large house.
Union, 581-1789
Utilities incl. S340/month
Non-smoker. 945-5436.
Wanted: Cheap/Free bicycles for university comHelp Wanted
munity Bike Program.
Contact Matt Young @
Positions avail for persons
581-8782.
Interested

we create transition."
Schutte adds that "Most of our
offense is a direct result of our
defense. Our transition game creates a lot of scoring chances for us."
Schutte offers a point here that's
tough to dispute. The Black Bears
have outshot 21 of 28 opponents
coming into this weekend. Maine is
second in Hockey Fast with an
average of 33.36 shots per game.
"That's our game," Schutte
explained."We like to get the puck
on net, make the goalie move and
take away his eyes." By taking
away the goalie's eyes, Schutte is
talking about screening the goaltender from seeing the shot well, or
at all. "It's something we've been
doing much better over the last few
games," added Schutte.
Puck luck is a term used fre-

quently by Coach Walsh.
Probably in no other team sport
do the bounces play such a vital
role in a unit's success.
"Through a good part of the
season, we weren't getting the
bounces," said Tom Reimann.
"Over the last few games we are
(getting the bounces) and it's a
big lift. It adds to your confidence level and you just seem to
end up playing better."
Reimann added the timing of
this season's puck luck couldn't
have been better."We've just been
through a very tough eight game
stretch with UNH, BC and BU,"
said Reimann."That's expected in
Hockey East. Now we know we
can score against these teams and
that will help us down the stretch
and in the playoffs."

Injuries have played a part in
the lack of early success. Niko
Dimitrakos, Chris Heisten and
Peter Metcalf have all missed
action for extended periods.
"When you lose guys like
that," said Lucas Lawson,"it disrupts your offense. Those guys
are all scorers. Look at Chris, he
got two goals against UNH and
Pete got the game winner. That
goal got us going. We're playing
a lot looser since then."
Schutte notes the change in
offensive fortune is also partly due
to work ethic. "This team works
very hard," Schutte said. "When
you keep at it, things will start to
work out. We've been through
some tough times with injuries
and other stuff this season, but
we've always come to work."

Wolf

from page 15

at Sawyer Arena in Bangor when
she injured her ankle.
"I was still dealing with the
emotions from the tournament
and I was ready to play this weekend, and then I get hurt. It's very
frustrating. I was just thinking,
'Oh my God, why did this happen?" Raffi said of the injury.
She commented that it happened during a cross-over skating
drill. She made a quick stop and

lost an edge. Her left ankle rolled same bone again." If that is the
over badly. That is the same case, than Wolf will not play
ankle that she broke while play- for Maine for the rest of the
ing in the Women's World season.
Championships last spring.
"We don't know if it's fracThe prognosis is unknown tured yet. It might be inflammaat this time. "As of right now, tion of a tendon," Wolf said.
we have to w ai t- -anti I next "We'll have to see." If that is the
week to find out," Wolf said. case, then she can receive some
"I have to have a bone scan injections and play on the ankle.
and an MRI done. They think The prognosis will not be known
that might have fractured the until the tests are done.
I

www.mainecampus.ccorn
,
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Now leasing 12345Bedroom
Apts for Fall Semester 2001. Summer Day Camp staff
Call IM&M #866-5690.
openings. Camp Beech Cliff
on MDI need lifeguards,
5BR+2Full bath townhouse boating/sailing instructors,
close to UM. Everything challenge course facilitaHeat/HW/ALL
included.
tors, will train or pay for cercable+HBO/High
elect.
tifications needed. Some
speed coma #827-6212.
staff housing w/beginning
S275/wk.
of
salary
5 Bedroom+2full bath. Psychology & edu majors
Townhouse close to UM, can earn college credits.
Modern. Clean, newly ren- Email camobeechcliff@geaovated. Avail. June 1, dia.net
#827-6212.

MAINE CAMPUS SPORTS
CATCH ALL THE SPORTS ONLINE AT

in

New Playstation 2' in box w/kids w/special needs.
never been used. $475 Flexible hours & complete
training provided. Please
Call Kurtis at 841-237
send resume to PROTEA
Behavioral Health Services
Travel
Box399 SUllwater, ME 04489
Break Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011.
Spring
#1
Vacations! Best Prices
Camp
Summer
Cancun, 500
Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Bahamas & Positions- Northeast 1-800Florida. Sell Trips. Earn 443-6428 or www.summercash & Go Free! Now hir- campemployment.com
ing Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007. endlesssum- SSGet Paid For Your
mertours.com
OpinionsISS Earn $15S125 and more per survey!
For Rent
www.money4opini0ns.co

5 Bedroom+2full baths
townhouse tri-level all
newly
remodeled.
Heat/HW/all elect/cableHBO close #827-6212.

Advertise in
the classifieds.
Call
581-1273
between 9&4
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Black Bears settle for
split with River Hawks
Maine holds on to fourth place
in Hockey East standings
By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter
Hockey East billed this weekend's
Maine-UMass-Lowell
series as its top matchup. The
two clubs, fourth and fifth
respectively in the conference
standings,
were
arguably
Hockey East's hottest teams over
the previous two weeks. Each
brought three-game winning
streaks to the table.
The matchup lived up to its
Maine's Kevin Clauson gets stoned by River Hawk goalie Jimi St. John in Saturday's game. UMass- billing with the two clubs settling for a split. On Friday
Lowell beat Maine 3-1. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
night, Maine got goals from six
different players enroute to a 62 victory. The River Hawks
returned the favor on Saturday,
scoring twice while shorthandout the Minutemen, 5-1, last He added another score in the ed in the second period and
By Jim Leonard
Saturday. They followed that up Friday night win over Lowell.
Men's Hockey Reporter
winning 3-1.
with a convincing 6-2 victory over
Kerluke adds that other tech"We're right back where we
Four games remain on the Lowell on Friday night. It would nological advances have helped started," said Maine coach
Black Bears schedule. Up till now, seem that the Bear is waking up.
defenses catch up to talented Shawn Walsh referring to the
Maine has relied on a stingy
"Goal scoring is contagious," offensive clubs.
Black Bears precarious onedefense to keep them in the hunt. Walsh said. "If a couple of guys
"When I was in Juniors, we point lead over Lowell for the
It's a philosophy that won't change break out, it can set the tone for didn't have video," Keluke said. fourth place spot. "But we have
during the stretch drive. Still the the entire team." Walsh points to "The coach would bring you over four games left and they only
and let you know about some- have three."
question keeps popping up. What's recent events as evidence.
"Take (Dan) Kerluke's first thing, but you never really knew
wrong with the offense?
"We have to keep taking the
"Across the board in College goal Friday night at Amherst," what you did wrong. Today, you same approach," said Black Bear
hockey, scoring is down," said noted Walsh. "That's a goal scor- just go to the video and those mis- co-captain A.J. Begg."One game
Maine coach Shawn Walsh. "The er's goal. He waited for the goalie takes get corrected quickly. Teams at a time. We can't be looking too
primary reason for this is the evo- to commit and then took the shot. also use it to develop game plans far ahead."
Maine started the weekend in
lution of goalie equipment. It's A lot of young players might panic that don't leave you much ice."
Maine is one of those clubs. spectacular fashion on Friday
made so well today that it's hard there. It's happened to us this year.
to get anything by the goaltender." But our players see something like The Black Bears defensive focus night. Martin Kariya, Michael
is recognized throughout the team Schutte and Niko Dimitrakos
A quick glance at Hockey East that and it rubs off."
scored in the final six minutes of
"I agree with Coach Walsh," as an offensive catalyst.
confirms Coach Walsh's point.
"Our defensive positioning is the first period to supply the
Boston College, on the strength said Kerluke. "I also think that
of the conference's top three goal confidence is contagious. Over related to our ability to generate Black Bears with all the offense
scorers in Brian Gionta(24), Krys the past three games we're having offense," Walsh said. "It's how they would need.
Dimitrakos' goal was the
Kolanos (19) and Chuck fun and playing with confidence.
backbreaker,
coming just seven
When
you
play
that
way,
the
puck
Kobasew (17) lead the league
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 13
its
way
into
the
net."
with a 4.17 goals per game aver- finds
age. Teams two through nine in Kerluke scored four times in last
Hockey East are separated by less weekend's two-game sweep of
than one goal with figures rang- the Minutemen, including Friday
ing from 3.17-2.25 goals per night's gamewinner in overtime.
j
r
r
Forward/defenseman Michael
game. With • the exception of
Boston College, every team in Schutte backs up Kerluke's point.
Hockey East has lower numbers "A lot of our players are starting to
Men's Hockey
handle the puck with more confithan they did five- years ago.
"The key is not to get frustrated," dence," Schutte said."We're thinkSATURDAY
FRIDAY
Walsh said. "We have to play our ing about what we're going to do
3
game and learn to take advantage of before we get the puck instead of UMASS-LOWELL
UMASS-LOWELL
2
reacting.
It
helps
you
to
play
under
when
they
come."
the opportunities
MAINE
1
6
MAINE
Over the past three weeks, the control and make good decisions."
Schutte made a few good deciBlack Bears have made the most of
Women's Hockey
their chances, collecting overtime sions last Saturday night, recordvictories over New Hampshire and ing his first collegiate hat trick in
SUNDAY
SATURDAY
UMass-Amherst before blowing the 5-1 win over UMass-Amherst.

Maine's offense stems from defense

ca'A,

r

Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the UMaine Campus
(6/18-8/3)
We need Language Arts, Foreign Language, Math and
Science teachers; Research Specialist; Project Coordinator;
Technical Writing teachers; Residential Counselors; Work
Experience Coordinators, Volunteer Experience
Coordinator, Workshop Coordinator; Nurse/Health
Educator; Weekend Coordinators, Summer Work-Study
extremely helpful. Excellent professional experience.
Room and board
available for some positions.
Details/applications can be sent to:
Upward Bound
226 Chadbourne Hall
University of Maine

A

2
3

ST. LAWRENCE
MAINE

CORNELL
MAINE

2

Women's Basketball
SUNDAY

FRIDAY
58

HOFSTRA
MAINE

64

DREXEL
MAINE

87
73

Men's Basketball
SATURDAY

THURSDAY
HOFSTRA
MAINE

89
83

DREXEL
MAINE

78
92

seconds after Lowell's Brad
Rooney had cut Maine's 2-0 lead
in half.
"It was a shock play," said
Dimitrakos in reference to the
faceoff play that got him the
puck. "I beat their defenseman to
the puck and pulled it back
through his stick before I shot
it." The UMaine junior's wrist
shot beat Lowell goalie Jimi St.
John high to the glove side for a
3-1 lead.
The River Hawks got a
power play goal from Ed
McGrane early in the second,
but Maine answered with a pair
of goals two minutes apart from
Robert Liscak and Lucas
Lawson to build a commanding
5-2 margin heading into the
third period.
In the final period, the Black
Bears allowed only three shots on
winning goalie Matt Yeats (14
saves). Gray Shaneberger added
the final tally for Maine.
"I think this was our Most
complete effort of the year," said
Walsh.
Saturday night began to look
like more of the same.
Just 30 seconds into the contest, Kariya took a Schutte feed
and skated in alone on St. John.
Kariya's forehancler deflected off
St. John's shoulder and into the
net for a quick 1-0 Black Bear
lead.
Maine carried that margin into
the second when McGrane performed some shorthanded magic
for Lowell.
At the five minute mark, just
17 seconds after Lowell's Josh
Allison had been sent to the
penalty box for slashing,
McGrane found himself on a
three on two rush with teammates Dan Fontas and Ron
Hainsey.
"They drew the defense to
them," said McGrane. "I took the
shot thinking they might get a
rebound." It wasn't necessary as
McGrane's wrister beat Yeats
high to the glove side, tying the
score at one.
Six minutes later McGrane
intercepted a Tom Reimann pass
at the Maine blueline and skated
in alone on Yeats. This time
McGrane went to the backhand
for the shorthanded goal.
"I gambled there," admitted
McGrane. "I decided to step up
and see if I could slow down the
rush. I got a little lucky."
From that point on, the story
was River Hawk goalie Jimi St.
John. The junior stopped 30
shots over the final two periods.
St. John turned away 16 Black
Bear attempts in the third
including a spectacular pad stop
on Doug Janik while lying on
his back.
"We knew we'd have to have a
complete effort tonight," said River
Hawk coach Tim Whitehead, a former UMaine assistant coach. "We
got that tonight, and Jimi played
well for us."
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Maine hosts America East swimming championships
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
The Maine men's and women's swim
teams finished sixth at the America East
meet at Wallace Pool. The men tallied
289.50 points, while the women scored
423, just behind fifth place Boston
University.
Northeastern took home its second
straight women's title and Drexel won
the men's event for the first time since
1993. Krystal Fogler and Katrine
Alcaide led the women's team. Fogler
won the 200-yard backstroke in
2:05.17,just .05 seconds ahead of New
Hampshire's Kristen Nardozzi. Fogler
also won the 100-yard backstroke in
57.98. Alcaide, a freshman, finished
ahead of two seniors from Northeastern
and Boston University to win the 100yard freestyle in 52.64. Alcaide won
the 50-yard freestyle also. Fogler,
Alcaide, Kate Abbott and Kate Muir
put together a 1:36.64 time in the 200yard freestyle relay and won that event.
Jamie Cunnigham anchored the men's
Swimmers take a few laps following the women's 400 Individual Medley finals during the championship meet Saturday evening.
squad, winning the 200-yard freestyle and
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
taking second in the 100-yard freestyle.

Wolf to realize Olympic
dream, out with injury
that far. And then, when you make it
and accomplish the goal, you know
that all the hard work was worth it."
But Germany almost didn't
Raffi Wolf has wanted to make
it to the Olympics since she was a qualify for the Olympics at all.
child. She has been playing for her They had their destiny in their own
native German national team for a hands going into the final game
few years now. She was the first- against Kazahkstan. All they
line center in their effort to qualify would have had to do was win or
for the Olympics in Engelberg, tie and they would have clinched a
Switzerland from Feb. 8-11. After bid to the Olympics. But despite
her team qualified for the Olympics outshooting the Kazakhs 51-33 in
in that tournament, last Tuesday it the game, the Germans lost, which
was made official that Wolf would meant they would have to wait out
the Switzerland-Japan game to see
be going to Salt Lake City.
if they would go. If Switzerland
feelthe
"I can't really describe
won, Germany would not get a
that
out
ing," she said after she found
but if Japan won, the possibilbid,
had
she was named to the team. "I
still exists for a bid. If
would
ity
don't
the chills. I couldn't believe it.1
ended in a tie,
game
think it has hit me that my dream has the
Germany would
and
Switzerland
come true and I'll get the chance to
bid. In that
final
the
for
be tied
compete in the Olympics."
Germans
the
to
go
would
Her coach at Maine, Rick case, it
over
win
their
Filighera, is very happy for one of because of
his stars. "It's an awesome honor Switzerland.
"Me and some of my teamto play for your country. There's
stand up with
not too many people in the world mates decided to
she said of
who get that honor. So I'm very the Japanese fans,"
the experience. "We put on
proud of her," he said.
He's also very pleased with the Japanese jerseys and started
notoriety that comes with having yelling `Go Japan!"
As the game ended in a 2-2 tie,
an Olympian play on your team.
explained the excitement of
Wolf
proour
"It's going to help
her teammates as the closand
her
will
It
gram. It gives us exposure.
ticked away."After the
seconds
ing
we're
and
help with recruiting
even talk. I didn't
couldn't
I
Filighera
game,
very proud of her,"
In the last
anymore.
voice
a
have
added.
Wolf was named Germany's minute, we were counting down
most valuable player for the seconds. When the game was over,
three-game tournament. She had we were out of control. We were all
an assist in a 3-3 tie with Japan, crying because we were so happy."
Wolf has been fielding contwo assists in a 3-1 win over
phone calls and egratulatory
lone
Switzerland and Germany's
she returned to
since
ever
mails
.
goal in a 2-1 loss to Kazahkstan
She's also
She was happy with her per- Orono on Tuesday.
for
requests
numerous
received
formance. "I played very consisand
both
Maine
from
interviews
tent. I didn't have a bad game.
Germany. She said she still has
The tournament was so intense.
more interviews to do this week.
emowas drained physically and
On Thursday last week, Raffi
tionally after it," Wolf said.
back to reality. She was
came
to
-You work your whole life
with the Black Bears
practicing
compete in the Olympics," she said,
an
reflecting on the experience."As
See WOLF on page 13
athlete, that's the dream, to make it
By Jeff Man nix
Women's Hockey Reporter

(Above)

Maine's Heather Krebs swims the breaststroke portion of the 400-yard Individual

Medley. Krebs finished

eighth in this finals race. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

Women's hockey
2:50 mark of the second, when
Jarin Sjogren scored her eighth of
the season on the power play.
Lauren Steblen assisted on the goal.
The Black Bears took the lead
when Andrea Keller scored her
sixth of the season from Karen
Droog at 11:07.
The Saints tied it up again when
Caroline Trudeau beat Amanda
Cronin for her 11th of the season at
16:31. She got assists from Jessica
Wilson and Sara Simard.
The winner for Maine came at
6:09 of the third period when
Christine Lane took a feed from
Sjogren and beat St. Lawrence
goalie Caryn Ungewitter for her
second goal of the season.
Maine was outshot 36-13 by
St. Lawrence, but was able to get
the win. Cronin made 34 saves in
net for the Black Bears, while
Ungewitter made 10 in the loss.
Sunday's game at Lynah Rink
in Ithaca. N.Y. against Cornell saw
no let down from the Black Bears.
They jumped on top of the Big Red
early in the second period. Karen
Droog scored her first goal in five
games when she beat Cornell
goalie Sanya Sandhal to give

from page 16

Maine a 1-0 lead. Megan Aarts
and goalie Dawn Froats assisted on
Droog's 18th on the year.
Cornell tied the game soon after.
Maine gave up its second shorthanded goal in as many games when
Janel Bode scored her seventh on the
season from Erin Ellis at 8:18.
The Black Bears took the lead
for good at 15:09 of the third when
Aarts was able to beat Sandhal for
her 10th goal on the season to give
Maine a 2-1 lead. Droog got her
second point on the day with an
assist on the game winner.
The Black Bears were once
again got outshot by a huge margin (29-11) but were able to make
up for it by making the most of
their chances. Froats made 28

saves on the day, while Sandhal
made nine stops for Cornell.
Maine won as many games on
the road this weekend as it had all
season coming into the weekend.
It was the first time that Maine
won two games in a single weekend in the ECAC all season.
Maine runs its overall record to
13-12-1 and its ECAC record to 811-1 for 17 points. They are now
three points behind Niagara for
the last playoff spot, as the Purple
Eagles garnered three of a possible four points from Princeton this
weekend.
Next weekend, the Black
Bears will hit the road again and
play at Yale on Saturday and
Princeton on Sunday.
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2002 Olympics.

America East
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championships.
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Men's hockey
splits with
UMass-Lowell.
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Sports

Black Bears' second half downs Dragons
Dunkley leads Maine with 24, Cavalieri adds career-high 21

Fix what is
wrong with
baseball
I can't stand Bud Selig. I
know that seems blunt, but I really can't stand Bud Selig. He has
come up with numerous ideas to
try and "help" baseball. The
wheels never seem to stop spinning for Selig.
Last week, he came up with a
new idea. I was watching
SportsCenter one morning last
week while eating breakfast in
my room when they announced
his latest idea. According the
SportsCenter anchor (I don't
remember who it was), Selig had
just come up with this idea last
week. He had decided that it
might be a good thing if the
league that won the All-Star
game every year should then also
get home field advantage during
the World Series.
Mr. Selig, that is a stupid idea!
Leave it to Bud Selig to come up
with ideas that will "fix" things in
baseball that don't need fixing,
while he won't come up with
anything to fix things in baseball
that do need to be fixing.
The current World Series format has the home field alternating every year between the
National League champion and
the American League champion.
For this upcoming season, the
National League champion will
have home field advantage for
the Fall Classic.
The World Series home field
format is not something that
needs to be fixed. There aren't
too many baseball fans that have
a problem with it. Plus, if you are
going to change the format of
home field, the logical solution
would be to give home field to
the team with the better record of
the two participating teams.
Giving the All-Star game so
much meaning is silly. The AllStar game is supposed to be the
"fan's game." They get to see the
players who they want to see play
in the game. That is why the fans
get to vote for the starting lineups. Making the game the basis
for home field advantage in the
World Series will detract from
the game itself. The All-Star
game is supposed to be about fun,
for both fans and the players
involved.
Sure, it might add some drama
to the game for the Derek Jeters,
the Nomar Garciaparras, the
Pedro Martinezes and the Tom
See SPORTS COLUMN on page 13

By Lucas Peterson
Men's Basketball Reporter
After a heart wrenching loss
Thursday night in a game filled
with opportunities to win, Maine
needed a win Saturday against
Drexel. They needed a win for the
seniors and for their confidence.
Great secondhalf post defense
and an up-tempo attack led the
University of Maine men's basketball team to a 92-78 victory
over visiting Drexel.
"I could not have scripted
today out any better," said a satisfied Giannini after the game as
Maine improved to 10-6 in
America East. Drexel dropped to
12-5.
It was Senior Day on the hardwood in Orono and the Black
Bears' three seniors were honored
in a ceremony before the game.
Julian Dunkley, who became the
25th player in Maine history to
score 1,000 points, Carvell
Ammons, the transfer who has
become a consistent and dangerous threat in the post, and Cohn
Haynes, Giannini's first recruit
and the player who has won more
Maine seniors (left to right) Carvell Ammons,Julian Dunkley and Colin Haynes celebrate during their
games in a Maine uniform than
last game at Alfond Arena. Maine downed Drexel 92-78. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
anyone, were honored before the
game and in the press conference
which followed.
"Seniors give so much over
By John Contreraz
points to a 92-78 win. Ammons,a such a long period of time,"
applauding fans.
Sports Editor
"It's a wonderful feeling," Champaign, III. native, chipped Giannini said. "It's just so great to
see them go out with a positive
Verna Harvey, Dunkley's mother in 14 and Haynes added five.
Colin Haynes' parents also memory."
All good things must come to said. Harvey made the trip from
The steady play of Julian
an end. For Julian Dunkley, New Jersey, her third trip to made the trip from New Jersey.
Carvell Ammons and Colin Orono, for Dunkley's final per- "We had to see this one," Paul Dunkley and a great performance
Haynes said. Haynes' parents by freshman Tory Cavalieri
Haynes, Saturday's game against formance at Alfond Arena.
"Not because he's my son-1 usually see about half of Colin's proved to be more than Drexel
Drexel marked the last home
game of their careers. The game think he's a great basketball play- games, most of the road at Drexel, could handle. Maine jumped out to
started with a short celebration er," she said. "He plays a good Hofstra, Delaware and Towson. a quick 9-2 lead, but the game
where parents and friends of the game and he plays hard." While this was Colin's last home quickly evolved into a tight-knit
players gathered at center court Harvey's son played hard on
See SENIOR DAY on page 13
See MEN'S HOOPS on page 13
before the crowd of over 4,000 Saturday and led Maine with 24

Three seniors go out in style against Drexel

Women's hockey team Earnhardt killed half
tallies big road wins mile before finish line
By Jeff Manntx
Women's Hockey Reporter
It was a big weekend on the road
for the Maine women's hockey
team. They needed all the points
they could get to keep in the hunt
for the last ECAC playoff spot. The
Black Bears came away with a 3-2
win over St. Lawrence, the number
five ranked team in the country on
Saturday, and then beat Cornell 2-1
yesterday. Maine proved they can
play well in big games and that they
can win on the road.
Maine posted both wins without Raffi Wolf, who was expected
to return to the lineup this weekend after leading the German

national team to an Olympic berth
for next winter. That all changed
Thursday when Wolf injured her
ankle in practice. It is not known
currently how long she will be out
of action.
On Saturday, the Black Bears
went into Appleton Arena in
Canton, N.Y. to take on the St.
Lawrence Saints, a team who had
beaten them earlier in the year 6-1.
St. Lawrence got on the board
first with a shorthanded goal.
Amanda Sergeant netted her 16th of
the season on a feed from Shannon
Smith at 11:49 of the first period.
They held that lead until the

By John Contreraz
Sports Editor

Dale Earnhardt Sr. died in the
final lap of the Daytona 500 yesterday. Earnhardt was a half-mile
from the finish line when he
"grazed Sterling Marlin's car,"
according to espn.com. He crashed
into the wall because of the contact
on the last turn and Ken Schrader's
car crashed into him.
Earnhardt will go down as one
of the best driver's of his time.
Earnhardt was running fourth at
the time and was attempting to
preserve the win for teammate and
friend Michael Waltrip when he
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 15 crashed into the wall, according to

espn.com reports. Waltrip won the
now-insignificant race and Dale
Earnhardt Jr. finished second.
"My heart is hurting right
now," Waltrip said before news of
Earnhardt's death was announced
in an espn.com report. "I would
rather be any place right this
moment than here. It's so painful."
Earnhardt, who was also
known as "The Intimidator," took
second place in the Winston Cup
Series Championship in 2000.
According to one espn.com
report, Earnhardt died instantly
and emergency personnel said
that there was nothing they could
do for him at the crash site.
Earnhardt was 49 years old.

